Learn Custom Theme
Technical Knowledge Transfer (TKT) Onsite

Overview
The objective of the 3 Day onsite Custom Theme Technical Knowledge Transfer (TKT) is to provide Blackboard Learn clients with the knowledge necessary to successfully implement branding changes to the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to alter the presentation of colors, fonts, etc. in their institution’s Blackboard Learn theme.

Workshop Topics
Setup, Engagement Prep, Internal Scope & Coordination Call

Day 1
• Introductions
• Customization Methods Overview
• Examples of Other Custom Implementations
• Customize using GUI Controls
• Customize using Color Palettes and Themes
• Exercise for GUI Controls, Color Palettes, and Themes
• Customizing Course Pages
• Exercises for Customizing Course Pages
• CSS Refresher
• Recommended Tools: Firebug
• Custom Login Page
• Day 1 Wrap-up

Day 2
• Review of Day 1 Exercises
• Best Practices in Maintainability
• Custom Color Palette
• Exercises for Custom color Palette
• Custom System Theme
• Exercises for Custom System Theme
• Day 2 Wrap-up

Day 3
• Continue Custom Color Palette and Custom System Theme Exercises
• Features in Upcoming Service Packs
• Engagement Wrap-up
Who Should Attend
Novice or Intermediate Blackboard Administrators using Blackboard Learn™ who meet the following requirements:

- Basic level or above understanding of Blackboard Learn functionality
- Basic level of Blackboard Learn GUI Administrator knowledge
- Basic level of knowledge and experience using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)

Duration and Costs

- 3 Days Onsite
- $14,000 USD

Location

- Onsite Knowledge Transfer and Mentored Configuration

Pre-Requisites

- Administrator level access to a Blackboard Learn™ environment, both at the application and database levels.

For any questions, please email training@blackboard.com or contact your Blackboard Account Executive.